The revolutionary

Full-Flat
switch

The Full-Flat form factor has redefined many
facets in life. Aeroplane seats. TVs. Mobile
phones. Electric stoves... And now switches.
Aesthetically pleasing flat switches are in
fact available. But only exclusive to luxurious
electronic switches and lighting automation
systems. The ZENcelo Full-Flat switch has
been created for the majority who use electromechanical switches. Even on switches you
never imagined can be Full-Flat...
With ZENcelo, luxury is no longer defined by
price. But by wisdom - and style.

	Enabled by a

new
physics

Switch designs are limited by many
factors, primarily the switch mechanism.
The patented “impress” (iso-motion-press)
mechanism ensures the switch dolly
remains stationary when it is “on” or “off”,
and at the same time occupying a much
smaller footprint. Freedom in design has
become a reality.
Enabled by impress.mechanism, ZENcelo
makes the future flatter than you ever
imagined.

Consistent ZENcelo
design excellence from
simple switches to
comprehensive 220V
hotel accessories,
that manifest the best
of ZENcelo form and
function.

Truly well designed, truly
excellent quality, truly safe
and truly compatible with
more plugs than any other,
TruGlobal Socket is the truly
smart choice. The TruGlobal
socket is compatible with
the plug standard of every
traveller from around the
world - the widest coverage
ever in the history of sockets.

With integrated RJ45 sockets,
ZENcelo ELV+ wall plates
eliminate
the
compatibility
problems between data cables
and conventional 240V electrical
connection terminals. Natural,
straight forward
and
speedy
installation with
more reliable
per for mance.

ZENcelo MAP (Media and
Power) Panel let hotel guests link
their multi-media devices to the inroom Audio and Video system to
enjoy their personal entertainment
in hotel rooms. Equipping hotel
with MAP Panel will elevate hotel
services to undreamt level of quality.
Apart from general RCA input,
MAP
Panel
also
supports
HDMI,
USB,
Audio
and
Computer input to television.

An outstanding person adds value to
the work and life of other people, always
doing the right thing at the right place,
with a just-right degree of visibility.
After all, the art of addition is not
about shouting out loud. It’s about an
in-standing way of being.
ZENcelo, the revolutionary Full-Flat switch
for an in-standing interior design.

About Schneider Electric
As a global specialist in energy management with operations in more
than 100 countries, Schneider Electric offers integrated solutions
across multiple market segments, including leadership positions in
energy and infrastructure, industrial processes, building automation,
and data centres/networks, as well as a broad presence in residential
applications. Focused on making energy safe, reliable, and efficient, the
company’s 114,000 employees achieved sales of more than 18.3 billion
euros in 2008, through an active commitment to help individuals and
organizations “Make the most of their energy”.
The Installation Systems & Control Division of Schneider Electric
provides solutions that represent the best in lifestyle and innovation
for offices, hotels and homes. These solutions include award-winning
products in the areas of building and home automation, structured
cabling, and designer switches and sockets. They help the finest
architectures around the world to achieve more with less.
www.schneider-electric.com
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